Stream power controls the braiding intensity of submarine channels similarly to rivers
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Abstract: We use physical experiments to investigate the response of submarine braided channels driven by saline density currents to increasing inflow discharge and bed slope. We find that, similarly to braided rivers, only a fraction of submarine braided networks have active sediment transport. We then find similar response to imposed change between submarine and fluvial braided systems: (1) both the active and total braiding intensities increase with increasing discharge and slope; (2) the ratio of active braiding intensity to total braiding intensity is 0.5 in submarine braided systems regardless of discharge and slope; and (3) the active braiding intensity scales linearly with dimensionless stream power. Thus, braided submarine channels and braided rivers are similar in some important aspects of their behavior and responses to changes in stream power and bed slope. In light of the scale independence of braided channel planform organization, these results are likely to apply beyond experimental scales.

1. Introduction

Submarine channels have long been recognized in canyons, on fans, and across deep-sea plains and represent major conduits for sediment routing along continental margins. The planform geometry, deposits, and flow patterns of deep water sinuous channels have been examined using methods including sonar and in situ measurements [Deptuck et al., 2007; Kertznus and Kneller, 2009; Amblas et al., 2012; Wynn et al., 2014]. These studies identified distinctive features of submarine channels relative to rivers, including reversed helical flow patterns, oscillation of channel mobility, comparable in-channel and overbank sedimentation rates, and the potential influence of Coriolis forces on channel sinuosity [Peakall et al., 2000; Wynn et al., 2007; Flood et al., 2009; Babonneau et al., 2010; Parsons et al., 2010; Kolla et al., 2012; Peakall et al., 2012; Summer et al., 2014].

The work above has focused on submarine single-thread sinuous channels; relatively, little research addresses the existence of submarine braided channels and their potential similarities or dissimilarities with braided fluvial systems. The rarity of braided submarine channels seems to suggest that the conditions under which rivers form multiple braided channels [Parker, 1976; Ashmore, 1982, 1991; Tal and Paola, 2007] are not as easily achieved by submarine density (turbidity) currents. It is still unclear whether submarine braided channels behave similarly to braided rivers, which often occur on steep slopes and have small channel (aspect) depth-width ratios, consistent with theoretical predictions [Parker, 1976]. Recent work shows that submarine braiding occurs at channel aspect ratios similar to braided rivers [Foreman et al., 2015]. However, fundamental questions about channel pattern dynamics and their response to changing flow discharge and slope still remain to be addressed. The combination of discharge and slope strongly influences braided channel geometry, planform morphology, spatial distribution of sediment transport, channel aspect ratio, and hence pattern dynamics [Parker, 1976; Parker et al., 2007; Egozi and Ashmore, 2008, 2009; Kleinhans et al., 2014]. Do submarine braided channels behave similarly? In this study, we investigate how total braiding intensity (\(B_d\)) and active braiding intensity (\(B_{a,d}\))—defined as the total number and number of actively transporting channels [Egozi and Ashmore, 2008, 2009]—respond to changes in slope and discharge in submarine braided channels. We find that the response generally parallels that in braided rivers.

2. Experimental Design and Procedure

Physical experiments are commonly employed to examine the evolution of sedimentary systems in response to known forcing mechanisms, and the strengths and limitations of experiments have been extensively
discussed [Malverti et al., 2008; Paola et al., 2009; Lajeunesse et al., 2010; Kleinmans et al., 2014]. Physical experiments have been especially useful in studying turbidity currents, which in nature are rare, difficult to predict, occur underwater, and commonly at great depth, and can damage or destroy measurement instruments. Recent experimental studies of submarine channels have addressed submarine channel initiation and development [Méthivier et al., 2005; Yu et al., 2006; Cantelli et al., 2011], submarine canyon evolution [Weill et al., 2014; Lai et al., 2016], and flow and sedimentation patterns in prescribed submarine sinuous channels [Peakall et al., 2007; Straub et al., 2008]. With few exceptions [Rowland et al., 2010; Foreman et al., 2015], previous studies focus on sinuous and/or erosional channels.

We conducted experiments in a shallow sedimentary basin (1.4 m long × 0.7 m wide × 0.06 m deep) submerged in a water tank (1.5 m long × 0.9 m wide × 0.6 m deep) (supporting information Figure S1). The bed comprises plastic sediment ($d_{50} = 0.34$ mm, specific gravity = 1.5) 0.04 m deep, with variable slope. Upstream, a tunnel and three equally spaced reservoirs (0.1 m long × 0.1 m wide × 0.04 m deep) were placed ahead of the submerged basin for mixing in flow and sediment. We released a steady saline inflow (specific gravity = 1.2, dyed fluorescent green), as a proxy for mud-rich turbidity currents [Méthivier et al., 2005; Lai and Capart, 2007, 2009; Weill et al., 2014; Foreman et al., 2015; Lai et al., 2016]. Along with the flow, we introduced dry plastic sediment equivalent to the bed material to simulate continuous sediment gravity flows transporting sediment in traction across the seabed. We present six experimental runs (grouped into Series A and B) with increasing inflow discharge and basement slope, respectively (see Table S1 for the controlled parameters). Each run was divided into 15 to 20 successive stages, each of 5 min duration. During the experiment, we took oblique-view photographs from outside the water basin every 5 s to record channel evolution. We injected red dye from the middle upstream source during the last 60 s of each stage to distinguish the instantaneous flow pattern (red) from the continuous (green) flow and highlight the depositional bar structure. At the end of each stage, without draining the ambient water,
we turned off the inflow and scanned the submarine bed surface. We used a topographic imaging system [Huang et al., 2010; Lai et al., 2016] to construct high-resolution digital elevation models (DEMs) of the submarine bed surface over successive stages. We further draped the calibrated color images at the end of each stage onto the DEMs to visualize submarine braided channels in detail (Figure 1).

We measured braiding intensities of the submarine channel networks by mapping from the orthorectified images, which were translated from the DEMs. For each run we selected 30 to 40 calibrated orthophotos (at 150 s intervals after $t = 150$ s) and measured visually the total number of channels occupied by density current at six fixed transects at 200 mm intervals from 200 to 1200 mm downstream from the inlet. We calculated the (integer) number of active and total submarine channels from these orthophotos along each transect. Active channels were identified by tracing visible bed material movement from successive orthophotos. For each orthophoto, we report the (real-valued) mean and standard deviation of active and total channels over the six profiles as a representation of the instantaneous braiding intensities.

3. Results

The general development of braided planform morphology was similar in all six experiments (Figure S2 in the supporting information). The surface evolution of the submarine channels observed in Run A3 is shown in Figure 1 as a representative example. The saline underflow evolved from an unconfined, bottom-hugging density current < 3 mm thick, which entrained a negligible amount of ambient water, into a dynamic, multi-threaded morphology (Movies S1 and S2 in the supporting information). In the early stages (Stages 1 to 3), the thin, unconfined density current spread out and bypassed the flat sedimentary basin. Sediment transported by the saline current, on the contrary, moved relatively slowly and advanced downstream via a set of switching lobes. By Stage 5 (Figure 1b), the current constructed multiple submarine channels. By Stage 8, the growth of dynamic channels and bars was significant. Some old channels and bars were eroded and cut through by newly formed channels. We observed four main active channels that rapidly transported bed load material from the sediment source to the deep sink. These active channels significantly modified the bed through channel migration and avulsion. By Stage 11, active channels shifted and replaced the inactive channels. The total number of channels increased to seven to eight on average. We subtract the DEM of the original bed surface from the reconstructed DEMs of each stage to generate cumulative depositional maps (Figure 2). As shown in Figures 2a–2c, deposition and bar growth occurred via a spatial patchwork of depositional regions that expanded (both laterally and longitudinally) and merged to create the overall braided morphology.

Instead of using fluvial-limited empirical relations for distinguishing channel patterns [van den Berg, 1995; Kleinhans and van den Berg, 2011], we find that the depth:width (aspect) ratio of the flow successfully
predicts most of the planform morphology of submarine channels according to the stability theory of Parker [1976], confirming to the results of Foreman et al. [2015]. In addition to the data presented in Parker [1976] and Foreman et al. [2015], we included the braided channels of our six experiments, as well as 12 new field [Klaucke et al., 1997; Estrada et al., 2005; Dowdeswell et al., 2008; Gardner, 2010] and experimental [Keevil et al., 2007; Peakall et al., 2007] data sets from the literature onto the theoretical prediction for channel patterns (Figure S3 and Table S2 in the supporting information). Although the stability theory of Parker [1976] overpredicts the braids of our experiments and incorrectly predicted some of the submarine channels, the theory successfully predicted the majority of observations and provides a robust physics-based reference for categorizing channel patterns in both fluvial and submarine environments.

We measured the instantaneous total braiding intensity ($B_{IT}$), active braiding intensity ($B_{IA}$), and the ratio of $B_{IA}$ to $B_{IT}$ of our six experiments. As shown in Figure 3, both $B_{IT}$ and $B_{IA}$ increase with higher water discharge $Q$, i.e., comparatively lower $Q_s/Q$ ratio (Runs A1, A2, and A3), and steeper basement slope (Runs B1, B2, and B3). In all experiments, braiding intensities gradually reach a stable phase with no further change, after a short transient phase of increase. For our six runs, the values of $B_{IT}$ are all greater and show more variability than those of $B_{IA}$. We used a fixed time threshold ($t_c = 1200$ s) for all the runs to distinguish between the transient phase and stable phase and calculated the average values of $B_{IT}$, $B_{IA}$, and the ratio of $B_{IA}$ to $B_{IT}$ in the stable phase to represent braiding intensities (Tables S1 and S3 in the supporting information). Although individually $B_{IT}$ and $B_{IA}$ vary in time, the ratio of $B_{IA}$ to $B_{IT}$ for each run gradually approached a consistent value of 0.5 ($\pm 0.05$).

4. Discussion

Based on our experimental results and observations, the value of $B_{IT}$, on average, is about twice $B_{IA}$ over the duration of the experiment. This finding implies that as is the case in rivers, the submarine channel network is...
formed progressively by migration and avulsion of active channels. Active channels become inactive, and we observed that these inactive channels serve as preferred routes for future channel bifurcations or partial avulsions. Both \( Bl_f \) and \( Bl_a \) are proportional to the inflow discharge and basement slope and reach equilibrium values. These trends are the same as in braided river experiments [Bertoldi et al., 2009; Egozi and Ashmore, 2009] and indicate that the planform geometry of submarine braided channels reaches a dynamic equilibrium for a fixed discharge and bed slope. The gradual initial increase in \( Bl_f \) and \( Bl_a \) is also similar to fluvial experiments [Egozi and Ashmore, 2009]. However, a noteworthy difference with the fluvial experiments is that this initial-increase phase is shorter in our experiments (in the form of dimensionless time, \( t^* = tQ/d_s^3 \), \( t^* = 2.0E^{-10} \) averaged from our six runs, compared to \( t^* = 8.8E+10 \) for experiment 7 of Egozi and Ashmore, 2009). A possible reason is that we released an unconfined density current on a steep, initially flat sediment bed instead of confining the initial flow in a mild, prescribed straight channel, as is typically done in studies of meandering and braided rivers [Schumm et al., 1987; Bertoldi et al., 2009; Egozi and Ashmore, 2009]. Therefore, our experimental design may speed up the initial formation of multiple channels and bars and hence the approach to a dynamic steady state. Another possible reason for the faster development of braiding in our experiments is that we used plastic sediment (specific gravity = 1.5) instead of typical mineral sand (specific gravity = 2.65), thus providing higher bed mobility (see Shields numbers in Table S4 in the supporting information). The unconfined density currents can easily expand and find their routes downstream to generate at least two to three active multithread channels rather than a single, active, multithread channel. Therefore, the values of \( Bl_a \) in our experiments are approximately 2 times higher than those for experimental braided rivers [Egozi and Ashmore, 2009]. This is consistent with the finding of Bertoldi et al. [2009] that higher bed mobility results in higher \( Bl_A \). Notably, the ratio of \( Bl_A \) to \( Bl_f \) in all six of our experiments converged around 0.5 during the stable phase. This result is close to that of Egozi and Ashmore [2009], who measured a constant \( Bl_A \) to \( Bl_f \) ratio averaging 0.4. Thus, the planimetric configuration in our submarine braided channel system reached a dynamic steady state with similar active fraction as fluvial braiding, but faster. This observation suggests inherent instabilities within the bifurcations of both rivers and submarine channels, or alternatively, that prior to bifurcation the channel was close to the critical shear stress for bed load transport and could not maintain transport simultaneously in both channels [Egozi and Ashmore, 2009]. If the latter condition holds, one would predict greater \( Bl_A \) to \( Bl_f \) ratios when bed mobility is greater. Our data are consistent with this relationship, but this question deserves further study, e.g., quantitative comparisons between fluvial and submarine braided channels with identical sediment properties, initial channel geometry, and flow conditions or quantitative comparisons between our system (Figure S4) to large-scale depositional system, as experimental alluvial fans [van Dijk et al., 2012] or submarine fans [Cantelli et al., 2011].

Bertoldi et al. [2009] and Egozi and Ashmore [2009] related braiding geometry to stream power for experimental fluvial channels. To relate these results to our new data for submarine channels, we propose a modified dimensionless stream power (\( \omega^* \)) to include the effect of reduced gravity within the density underflow, defined as

\[
\omega^* = \frac{(\rho_m - \rho_a)QS}{\rho_m w_s d_s^2}, \\
\]  

where \( \rho_m \) is inflow density (saline, \( \rho_m = 1200 \text{ kg m}^{-3} \); \( \rho_a \) is ambient density (water, \( \rho_a = 1000 \text{ kg m}^{-3} \)); \( Q \) is inflow discharge; \( S \) is bed slope; \( d_s \) is median grain size diameter (\( d_s = 0.34 \text{ mm} \)); and \( w_s \) is sediment settling velocity based on Ferguson and Church [2004]

\[
w_s = \frac{Rg d_s^2}{C_1 v + (0.75 C_2 R g d_s^3)^{0.5}},
\]

where \( R = (\rho_s/\rho_m - 1) \) is submersed relative density of sediment (\( R = 0.25 \) in this study); \( \rho_s \) is sediment density (plastic sand, \( \rho_s = 1500 \text{ kg m}^{-3} \)); \( v \) is water kinematic viscosity (\( v = 10^{-6} \text{ m}^2 \text{ s}^{-1} \)); and \( C_1 = 18 \) and \( C_2 = 1 \) are constants for typical natural sands [Ferguson and Church, 2004]. We found that similarly to rivers, the representative \( Bl_A \) of our submarine braided channels scales linearly with the dimensionless stream power \( \omega^* \) (Figure 4). This supports use of the reduced-gravity stream power (equation (1)) to compare density currents and fluvial processes. In our cases (Runs A1, A2, and A3), with fixed slope, increasing inflow discharge resulted in higher values of \( Bl_A \). Similarly, with fixed inflow discharge (Runs B1, B2, and B3), steeper basement slope also resulted in higher \( Bl_A \). These results agree with those for experimental rivers [Bertoldi et al., 2009; Egozi
and Ashmore, 2009], which show that dimensionless stream power strongly influences the active braiding intensity, and with field observations for rivers [Goff and Ashmore, 1994].

In many ways this finding makes the rare braided turbidity and density channels identified in nature even more enigmatic. On modern Earth and in the stratigraphic record, multithread submarine channels tend to be associated with shallow slopes, reduced suspended sediment loads, and coarser sediment bed loads compared to their sinuous, single-channel counterparts [Hein and Walker, 1982; Ercilla et al., 1998; Hesse et al., 2001; Wynn et al., 2007; Piper and Normark, 2009]. Moreover, the braided channels originate from single-thread channels found upslope, which likely results in progressively lower discharges as flow is lost to overspill processes [Peakall et al., 2007]. These factors—reduced flow density, lower discharge, shallower slope, and larger bed grain size—act to decrease the dimensionless stream power and thus should decrease the active braiding intensity. On the other hand, braiding is promoted by loss of flow confinement, which, in general, should increase width and decrease depth. We suggest that the relative rarity of braiding in submarine depositional systems indicates that it is difficult for simple spreading of the flow to produce sufficiently low depth:width ratios, given that the reduced density contrast under water means that flow depth must remain relatively high to allow sediment transport. The presence of freshwater in some (hyperpycnal) turbidity currents makes this even more difficult [Steel et al., 2017]. Of course, this is not an issue if some or all of the rare modern examples of braided channels are not actually braided. True braiding occurs when flow instabilities result in spontaneous bar deposition that segments the channel into multiple, simultaneously active dynamic anabranches. Superficially similar planform morphologies can be formed, for example, by purely erosive events that scour bar-like shapes from preexisting deposits and may nucleate on top of topographic features. In these cases the flow instabilities are not dynamic, autogenic features but rather are determined by extrinsic conditions. Indeed, geophysical data suggest that some modern, putatively braided, submarine channels show seismic reflectors more consistent with erosion than deposition [Flood et al., 2009]; in other cases seafloor topography, such as hydrothermal vents, are imaged beneath and appear to nucleate, the “braid bars” [Ercilla et al., 1998; Flood et al., 2009; Callec et al., 2010]. Thus, these systems may be more analogous to anabranching river channels set in bedrock rather than to braided rivers. Finally, no one has directly observed the deposition of a braid bar in a modern turbidity-current channel. The examples of braided turbidite channels in the deep stratigraphic record [e.g., Hein and Walker, 1982] certainly show features consistent with fluvial braiding, but ultimately, it is not possible to know definitively how many channels were simultaneously active at the time of deposition.

So the problem remains: why are braided turbidity channels so rare, or potentially absent, in nature if they are so easily produced on experimental scales? Based on our new experiments, we propose an additional hypothesis not identified in earlier work: We hypothesize that the rarity may be due to deposition within the inactive submarine channels that, in effect, self-limits the pattern development. This phenomenon may also explain why sinuous submarine channels commonly shift from early phases of incision and lateral migration to aggradation [Covault et al., 2016; Jobe et al., 2016]. Our line of reasoning is as follows: Inactive threads...
are zones of suspended transport during bankfull flow in fluvial systems and deposition during low-flow conditions [Ashmore, 1982]. Putatively, this is also the case for braided submarine channels, and we posit that the greater suspended sediment concentration in turbidity currents leads to greater deposition within the inactive threads during low-flow conditions. Greater aggradation within inactive channel threads, combined with reduced density contrast between the turbidity current and ambient fluid [Imran et al., 1999], enhances overspill processes and would restrict active channel thread movement. This process should also act to inhibit segmentation of the flow by bars if a greater proportion of the turbidity current were displaced above the channel margins. This hypothesis predicts a stratigraphy wherein a single coarse-grained channel fill dominates the early evolution of a submarine system, with laterally equivalent or subjacent channel fills dominated by fine-grained suspended sediment deposition. If our experimental analysis is correct, we expect a 1:1 ratio of relatively coarse and relatively fine grained channel fills in the stratigraphy corresponding to active and inactive channel threads, but it also implies that braiding would be a transient feature during the early evolution of some turbidity-current systems. Infilling of inactive channels and tendency for overspill onto the adjacent levee and overbank settings would prevent the avulsion and migration patterns necessary to maintain a braided planform. This pattern should be distinguishable from lateral movement of a single, sinuous channel that would result in a series of overlapping and subjacent channel fills with similar grain size distribution [Covault et al., 2016; Jobe et al., 2016]. Two key parameters need to be altered in future experiments to test this hypothesis: (1) suspended sediment must be included within the density current and (2) currents must be episodic, with distinct low-flow or no-flow intervals rather than the continuous bankfull flow conditions in our experiments.

In nature, measuring flow and sediment flux in a single-thread channel has proven difficult, and extending such measurements to several channel threads across tens of kilometers represents an even greater challenge. If the scale independence of braided channel planform morphology holds [Parker, 1976; Sapozhnikov and Foufoula-Georgiou, 1996; Parker et al., 2007; Kleinhans and van den Berg, 2011; Foreman et al., 2015], it should be possible to estimate sediment flux through these multithread systems without extensive instrumental observation. Moreover, our findings suggest that geologists should observe lithologic evidence, likely in the form of grain size variation that correlates to active bed load transport (active channel) or suspended load transport (inactive transport), among exposed channels [Hein and Walker, 1982; Belderson et al., 1984; Hesse et al., 2001; Callec et al., 2010]. Feasibly, estimates of sediment flux could be generated from this information, combined with experimental results. Finally, scale independence implies that similar relationships among braiding intensity, planform morphology, and sediment transport apply generally in multithread, depositional, and channelized systems. If the braiding behavior of flows with quite different relative densities is as general as our experiments suggest, and if scale independence holds, this opens the possibility of determining paleodischarge and morphologic activity for planetary river systems, including methane rivers on Titan [Lunine and Lorenz, 2009] and reconstruction of those from the rock record of Mars and elsewhere. The challenges of in situ measurements of flow conditions in submarine systems on Earth and the resultant geomorphic behaviors are magnified several folds when considering extraterrestrial problems.

In closing, we summarize our experimental findings as follows: Submarine channels on a turbidite fan exhibit active channels and nonactive channels. Only active submarine channels transport bed load sediment, similar to fluvial rivers. Total braiding intensity ($B_{T}$) and active braiding intensity ($B_{A}$) of the submarine braided channels are both proportional to inflow discharge and slope at steady state. These trends are similar to the trends of fluvial braided rivers reported by Egozi and Ashmore [2008, 2009]. Moreover, the ratio of $B_{A}$ to $B_{T}$ reaches a stable value of 0.5, comparable to the value (0.4) for braided rivers. Although the channel geometry and flow conditions between our experiments and the experiment of fluvial rivers are not identical, the consistency of the trends of $B_{A}$ and $B_{T}$ implies that submarine braided systems, like braided rivers, reach a dynamic steady state in planform morphology that reflects the formative inflow discharge and slope, i.e., stream power. Also, active braiding intensity ($B_{A}$) of the submarine braided channels scales linearly with dimensionless stream power. This trend is likewise similar to braided rivers. Finally, our results show that the stability analysis of river planform morphology [Parker, 1976] additionally applies to most submarine braided channels. However, there may exist an alternative theory for a better description of the channel patterns in both fluvial and submarine systems. Detailed analyses of channel avulsion, lateral migration, the stability of the channel planform shape, long-term depositional stratigraphy, and sediment transport mechanics are not included in this study and suggest paths for further research.
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